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Rights of First Refusal
Marcel Kahan*, Shmuel Leshem** and Rangarajan K. Sundaram***

ABSTRACT
This paper analyses rights of first refusal and rights of first offer in a multiple-buyer,
sequential bargaining setting. A right of first refusal entitles the right-holder to purchase
a subject asset on the same terms as those accepted by a third party. A right of first offer
requires a seller to first offer the right-holder to buy a subject asset and prohibits the
seller from subsequently selling the asset to a third party on better terms than those
offered to the right-holder.
We examine when and how such rights yield benefits to or impose costs on the rightholder and the seller. We show that a right of first refusal transfers value from other
buyers to the right-holder, but may also force the seller to make suboptimal offers. A
right of first offer induces the seller to lower his first-period offer, which will tend to
increase the net surplus to the seller and right-holder, but also forces the seller to make
suboptimal subsequent offers. We find conditions under which it is in the ex ante interest
of the seller and the right-holder to contract for a right of first refusal or a right of first
offer, respectively.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents an analysis of rights of first refusal and rights of first offer. A
right of first refusal is triggered when a seller of an asset subject to such right has agreed
to sell the asset to a third-party buyer. The holder of a right of first refusal then has the
option to purchase the asset on the same terms as those accepted by the third-party buyer.
A right of first offer requires a seller wishing to sell the subject asset to offer the rightholder to buy that asset before it is offered to other potential buyers. If the right-holder
declines the offer, the seller can sell the asset to a third party, but only on terms no better
(for the third-party) than those offered to the right-holder. We will refer to rights of first
refusal and rights of first offer collectively as first-purchase rights.
First-purchase rights are commonly employed in a variety of contractual settings.
They are found, for example, in real estate sales and lease contracts, in agreements
among shareholders of closely-held corporations, in joint venture and franchise
agreements, and in professional sports collective bargaining agreements. See, e.g.,
Mueller (1989); Bartok (1991); Daskal (1995); Johnson and Stanford (1997); Smith
(1997); Platt (1999). In addition, state law creates miscellaneous rights of first refusal (for
example, for franchisees, with respect to the establishment of new franchises). See, e.g.,
Keenan (1987); Lawless (1988); Hess (1995).
Despite their prevalent use, there has been little formal analysis of first purchase
rights. The previous literature has focused primarily on rights of first refusal. Harris
(1985) examines how rights of first refusal may limit opportunism in multiple owner
production coalitions. Walker (1999) analyzes rights of first refusal in an English auction
with two bidders. Choi (2006) generalizes Walker’s analysis by showing that rights of
first refusal increase the seller and right-holder’s joint profits as compared to an English
auction when the unprivileged bidder wins the contest (while not affecting the seller and
right-holder’s joint profits otherwise). The reason is that the outside bidder’s bid must be
higher than the right-holder’s valuation to preempt the latter’s right, whereas in an
English auction that bidder would win at a price equal to the right-holder’s valuation.
Bikhchandani, Lippman and Ryan (2005) consider the effect of a right of first refusal in a
sealed-bid second-price auction in which bidders privately observe signals about their
valuations. They show that a right of first refusal exacerbates the winner’s curse when
bidders’ valuations are correlated and conclude that a right of first refusal may result in
inefficiency. Grosskopf and Roth (2006) analyze a peculiar combination of a right of first
offer and a right of first refusal, whereby the right of first refusal is activated if the right
of first offer is violated (the right of first offer thus precedes the right of first refusal
chronologically). They show that in a two-buyer, sequential bargaining framework, this
hybrid right strengthens the seller’s bargaining position vis-à-vis the right-holder, thereby
disadvantaging the right-holder.
The analysis here differs from previous works in several respects: First, this paper is
the first to formally model and analyze rights of first offer. It thereby offers a more
comprehensive explanation for the use of rights of first refusal and rights of first offer,
consistent with the circumstances under which these rights are commonly observed.
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Second, the paper analyzes these rights in a sequential bargaining, rather than an
auction, framework. We motivate this framework on several grounds. As a practical
matter, the seller may not be able to assemble all potential buyers at the same time (or it
may be costly to do so) in order to conduct an auction. Relatedly, when the number of
potential bidders is high and investigation costs are not trivial, an auction may not be
incentive compatible. Indeed, most assets are not sold in auctions but rather through
sequential bargaining. Moreover, an implicit assumption underlying the design of rights
of first offers is that the seller approaches buyers sequentially. A sequential bargaining
setting also brings to the fore the significance of delay costs in evaluating first-purchase
rights.
Third, the analysis here highlights the importance of potential buyers’ investigation
constraint. If a potential buyer has to incur investigation costs, she will only consider an
offer if her expected profit from investigation is at least equal to her investigation costs.
The level of a potential buyer’s investigation constraint – i.e., the maximum offer which
ensures investigation by potential buyers – and whether that constraint is binding on the
seller depends on the buyer’s distribution of valuation, her investigation costs, and, as we
will show, the presence of a right of first refusal or a right of first offer. This, in turn, has
a significant effect on whether such rights generate costs or benefits to the seller and the
right-holder.
The paper’s analysis proceeds by comparing the seller’s optimal sequence of offers to
potential buyers in the no-rights case and in the case in which a first-purchase right is
present. In the no-rights case, the seller’s optimal sequence of unconstrained offers is
decreasing. As there are fewer potential buyers remaining, the seller would lower his
offers to potential buyers, thereby trading off a higher profit margin for a higher
probability of sale. But in order to ensure that potential buyers incur investigation costs,
the seller must make offers at or below potential buyer’s investigation constraint.
With a right-of-first-refusal, the seller’s optimal sequence of unconstrained offers is
generally identical to the one in the no-rights case. However, the presence of a right of
first refusal reduces the expected profits of potential buyers (other than the right-holder)
from investigation as compared to the no-rights case. The tighter investigation constraint,
in turn, may force the seller to make different offers.
Finally, in the right-of-first-offer case a seller is subject to two types of constraints:
the investigation constraint and the “first offer” constraint, which requires that offers
made subsequent to the first-period offer may not be lower than the first-period offer. As
opposed to the no-rights case and the right-of-first-refusal case, the seller’s optimal
sequence of offers unconstrained by the investigation constraint has an inverted U-shape
which has its maximum at the second-period offer and where the first-period offer is
equal to the last-period one.
The paper goes on to show that no one arrangement (no-rights, right of first refusal,
right of first offer) dominates any other. Rather, the surplus generated by a right of first
purchase depends on a variety of factors, among which are buyers’ investigation costs,
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the right-holder’s investigation costs, the discount factor, the number of buyers, and
buyers’ valuation distribution.
Consider first the effects of a right of first refusal on the seller’s and right-holder’s
expected profits. A right of first refusal transfers value from other buyers to the rightholder because, by its terms, the right-holder may appropriate an offer accepted by
another buyer. But it may also force the seller to make suboptimal offers as compared to
the no-rights case because it entails a tighter investigation constraint. The surplus
generated by a right of first refusal depends on the relation between the right-holder’s
benefit from having a right of first refusal versus the seller’s cost of granting such right.
In particular, we show that a right of first refusal always generates positive surplus when
buyers’ investigation costs are sufficiently low (such that the investigation constraint is
not binding) and the discount factor is sufficiently high. Otherwise, a right of first refusal
may generate positive or negative surplus.
Consider next the effects of a right of first offer. A right of first offer usually forces
the seller to lower his first-period offer. Since the offer that maximizes the seller and
right-holder’ joint profits in the no-rights case is lower than the seller’s optimal offer to
the right-holder, the lower first-period offer induced by a right of first offer tends to
increase the seller and right-holder’s joint profits. But a right of first offer may also force
the seller to modify his subsequent offers, thereby decreasing the seller’s expected profits
from later periods without benefiting the right-holder. The surplus generated by a right of
first offer depends on the relation between the seller and right-holder’s joint benefit from
the lower first-period offer versus the seller’s cost of modifying his subsequent offers. In
particular, we show that a right of first offer always generates positive surplus when
buyers’ investigation costs are sufficiently high and the right-holder’s investigation costs
are lower than other buyers’. Otherwise, a right of first offer may generate positive or
negative surplus.
The paper also shows that first-purchase rights tend to generate a greater surplus
when the right-holder’s investigation costs are lower than (rather than equal to) those of
other buyers. This result comports with the fact that first-purchase rights are often
employed when the potential right-holder had a previous relationship with the seller with
respect to the subject asset.
The paper proceeds as follows. Part 2 presents the benchmark model where no
potential buyer has a first purchase right. Part 3 examines rights of first refusal. Part 4
examines rights of first offer. Part 5 illustrates the paper’s results in the specific case in
which buyers’ valuations are drawn from a uniform distribution.
2. The Benchmark Model – No Rights Case
Consider a single risk-neutral seller, S, with one indivisible asset for sale. S’s
valuation of the asset is normalized to zero. There is a finite number n ≥ 2 of potential
buyers for the asset. For simplicity, we refer to any potential buyer as “buyer.” Buyers
arrive sequentially and are risk-neutral. A buyer’s valuation of the asset is a random draw
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from a common differentiable distribution F on support [0, v] and a strictly positive
density f. We assume that buyers can learn their valuation of the asset at a
v

cost c ∈ [0, E (v)) , where E (v) = ∫ vf (v)dv .
0

We designate one buyer, a potential “right-holder,” by R. Holders of first-purchase
rights often have a special relationship to S with respect to the asset subject to a firstpurchase right. R, therefore, may learn his valuation of the asset at lower costs than other
buyers’. We accordingly assume that R’s investigation costs, cR , may be lower than other
buyers’; that is c R ≤ c .
A relationship between S and R also implies that R may be first in the line of buyers
approached by S. Moreover, we later show that S never benefits from not approaching R
first in the no-rights case. We thus assume that R is approached first in the no-rights case.
For completeness, however, we discuss throughout the analysis how our results would
change if the assumption that R is approached first were relaxed.
As is common in models of sequential bargaining, we assume that bargaining takes
place without recall (see. e.g., Riley & Zeckhauser (1983)). In each period, S makes an
offer to a buyer. The buyer then chooses whether to consider the offer. If the buyer does
not consider the offer, the game proceeds to the next period. If the buyer chooses to
consider the offer, he incurs investigation costs c and observes his valuation of the asset.
If the buyer’s valuation is higher than or equal to S’s offer, the buyer accepts the offer
and the game ends. If the buyer’s valuation is lower than S’s offer, the buyer rejects the
offer and the game proceeds to the next period. If the asset has not been sold after all
buyers have been approached, the game terminates and S receives a payoff of zero.
Before proceeding to the analysis, a comment on the structure of the game is in order.
The assumption that the seller makes take-it-or-leave-it offers is made to enhance the
analytical tractability of the model. The qualitative nature of our results, however, is
driven by the property that the seller has some bargaining power. Using a more complex
bargaining game would complicate the analysis without altering our conclusions.
We start our analysis assuming that R’s investigation costs are identical to other
buyers’. We comment later on the case in which R’s investigation costs are lower than
other buyers’. We begin by describing S’s set of feasible offers, i.e., offers that would
induce a buyer to consider S’s offer. A buyer whose valuation of the asset is v will accept
an offer k if and only if v ≥ k . If the buyer accepts the offer, his profit, net of
investigation costs, is v − k . The buyer’s expected (net) profit from investigation is
v

thus ∫ (v − k ) f (v)dv . A buyer will incur investigation costs if and only if his expected
k

profit from investigation is greater than his investigation costs. S’s offer must therefore
satisfy the following condition:
E[(v − k ) + ] ≥ c,

(1)
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where θ + = max{θ , 0} .
We denote by k the investigation constraint (“IC”) – i.e., the value of k that satisfies
(1) as an equality. Note that k is a decreasing function of c. The set of feasible offers is
thus a set of the form K n = [0, k ] (the subscript stands for ‘no-rights’). The assumption
c ∈ [0, E (v)) ensures that ex ante there are gains to trade between S and each buyer
(because there exists an offer k > 0 such that buyers’ expected profit from investigation is
strictly positive).

To solve for S’s optimal sequence of offers, we proceed by backward induction. Let
k n denote S’s offer at the last period. The probability that an offer k n will be accepted is
1 − F (k n ). S’s profit if the offer is accepted is k n . S’s maximization problem at the last
period is thus:
maxn k n [1 − F (k n )].

(2)

k n ∈K

Let Vn (k n* ) denote the maximized objective function as a function of k n* , S’s optimal
last-period offer.
Now consider S’s maximization problem at period n − 1 , the second-to-last period.
S’s problem is:
max k n −1 [1 − F (k n −1 )] + δF (k n −1 )Vn ,

(3)

k n −1∈K nr

where 0 < δ ≤ 1 is a discount factor by which next-period value is multiplied to obtain
current-period value. Let Vn −1 and k n*−1 denote the maximized objective function and S’s
optimal offer, respectively, in the second-to-last period.
The procedure is completed by induction. k i* – the optimal offer made at period i
when there are n − i buyers remaining – is the solution to the following maximization
problem:
maxn k i [1 − F (k i )] + δF (k i )Vi +1 ,

(4)

ki ∈K

where Vi +1 is S’s expected profit at period i + 1 from the remaining n − i buyers. S’s
expected profit at period i, Vi , is the maximum of the objective function in (4). S’s
optimal period-i offer thus satisfies:
1 − F (k i* )
k = δVi +1 +
,
f (k i* )
*
i

(5)
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where Vn+1 = 0 . We assume that F has a strictly increasing failure rate (i.e.,

f (k )
1− F ( k )

is

strictly increasing in k) and therefore that S’s optimal offers are unique (see Appendix).
A general expression for S’s expected profit is:
n

i −1

∑∏ δ
i =1 j = 0

i −1

F ( k *j )[1 − F ( k i* )]k i* ,

(6)

where F (k 0* ) = 1 by definition, [1 − F (k i* )]k i is S’s expected profit from period i, δ i −1 is
i −1

the corresponding compounded discount factor, and

∏ F (k

*
j

) is the probability that

j =0

period i will be reached. The summation operator adds up S’s δ-discounted expected
profits from periods 1 to n.
R’s expected profit is:
E[(v − k1* ) + ] − c R .

(7)

That is, R’s expected profit is equal to its expected (gross) profit conditional on there
being a sale less its investigation costs.
The following Lemma considers S’s optimal sequence of offers in the no-rights case:
LEMMA 1.1 (S’s optimal offers in the no-rights case).
(a) if k i*+1 < k then k i*+1 < k i* for i = 1,..., n − 1 .

(b) if k i* = k then k *j = k for i = 1,..., n and j = 1,..., i − 1 .
(c)

dk i*
dδ
*
1

> 0 for i = 1,..., n − 1 and k i* < k .

(d) k (c R ) ≥ k1* (c) for c R < c.
Proof. See the Appendix.

According to part (a), S’s optimal sequence of offers is strictly decreasing when the
IC is not binding on S’s optimal offers. The intuition is that, as the number of remaining
buyers decreases, S becomes more eager to sell the asset to avoid a payoff of zero if the
asset is never sold.
Part (b) states that when the IC is binding on any offer, it is also binding on all prior
offers. This follows from the fact that S’s optimal sequence of unconstrained offers is
monotonically decreasing.
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Part (c) states that when the IC is not binding, S’s optimal offers (other than the last
offer) are increasing in the discount factor. The intuition is that S makes higher offers
when the cost of rejection is lower.
Part (d) states that S’s optimal first-period offer when c R < c is higher than or equal
to S’s optimal first-period offer when c R = c . In particular, S’s optimal first-period offer
when c R < c is higher than when c R = c if and only if the IC is binding on the optimal
first-period offer when c R = c .
LEMMA 1.2 (S and R’s joint profits).
Let k̂1 be the offer that maximizes S and R’s joint profits. Then:
(a) k * > kˆ = δV .
1

1

2

(b) S and R’s joint profits are strictly decreasing on k1 ∈ (kˆ1 , v] .
Proof: See Appendix.

Lemma 1.2 states that, from the perspective of the joint profits of S and R, S’s
unconstrained optimal offer to R is too high. This follows from the facts that R’s
expected profit always increases as S lowers its offer and that S ignores this benefit to R
when setting its offer. More specifically, S and R’s joint profits are equal to:
v

∫ vf (v)dv + F (k )δV
1

2

.

(8)

k1

where the first expression is S and R’s joint profits at the first period and the second
expression is S’s discounted continuation value conditional on there being no sale in the
first period.
Lemma 1.2 further states that the offer that maximizes S and R’s joint profits is equal
to δV2 . The intuition is as follows. Consider the effect of a marginal increase in S’s firstperiod offer to R. The increase affects the joint profits of S and R only if the original offer
would have been accepted but the marginally increased offer is rejected. If so, an
increase has the following effect on joint profits: it reduces joint profits by the foregone
joint profits from the original offer that would have been accepted; and it increases joint
profits by S’s discounted continuation value δV2 . Thus, when S’s original offer is less
than δV2 , an increase in the offer raises joint profits. When S’s original offer is equal to or
higher than δV2 , an increase in the offer reduces joint profits.
3. Right of First Refusal

A right of first refusal (“RFR”) provides R with the right to buy S’s asset at a price
offered by S to another buyer conditional on the offer being accepted by that buyer. The
RFR game proceeds as follows. Each period S makes an offer to a buyer other than R. If
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the buyer fails to consider the offer or rejects the offer outright, the game proceeds to the
next period. If the buyer accepts the offer, R then incurs investigation costs and observes
his valuation of the asset. If R’s realized valuation of the asset is higher than or equal to
S’s offer, R exercises his right; if not, the asset is sold to the other buyer. This procedure
tracks the legal terms of an RFR. We further assume that if S has made offers to all
buyers other than R and none of these offers were accepted, S makes an offer directly to R
in the last period. This assumption reflects the notion that the presence of an RFR should
not (and by its terms does not) prevent S from approaching R directly when R is the only
buyer remaining.
We first examine the effect of an RFR on S’s offers. Next, we consider when
contracting for an RFR increases the joint profits of S and R.
3.1. Offers in the RFR Case

We denote the case in which R is granted an RFR by attaching the superscript ‘r’ to
the relevant expressions. We begin by characterizing the set of feasible offers under an
RFR. R will incur investigation costs (either when the RFR is triggered or when R is
made an offer directly) for any k < k . A buyer other than R will incur investigation costs
if and only if his expected profit from investigation is positive. Any offer to a buyer other
than R must therefore satisfy the following condition:
F (k ) E[(v − k ) + ] ≥ c,

(9)

F (k ) is the probability that R’s valuation is lower than k so that R does not exercise
his right. The expectation expression is the buyer’s expected profit conditional on the
buyer’s valuation exceeding S’s offer. Let c m = max F (k ) ⋅ E[(v − k ) + ] denote outside
k∈[ 0 , v ]

buyers’ maximum profit from investigation under an RFR.
Let K r be the set of feasible offers in the RFR case. Then K r ⊆ K n , where K n and
K n is the set of feasible offers in the no-rights case. The smaller set of feasible offers in
the RFR case cannot make S better off, as compared to the no-rights case.
The solution for S’s optimal sequence of offers under an RFR is analogous to the norights case (see Eqs. (2), (3), and (4)), except that S’s set of feasible offers at all periods
other than the last period is now K r . Let k ir* and Vi r denote S’s optimal offer and
maximized expected profit, respectively, in period i under an RFR.
R’s expected profit under an RFR is given by:
n −1 i −1

∑∏ δ
i =1 j = 0

i −1

F (k rj* ) ⋅[(1 − F (k ir* )] ⋅ E[(v − k ir* ) + − c]
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n −1

+ δ n −1 ⋅ ∏ F (k rj * )E[(v − k n* ) + − c],

(10)

j =1

where F (k 0r* ) = 1 by definition.
The first expression is R’s discounted expected profit from periods 1 to n – 1. R’s
expected profit at each period other than the last is equal to the joint probability that R’s
valuation and buyer i’s valuation are higher than, or equal to, S’s offer, multiplied by R’s
expected profit conditional on his valuation being higher than, or equal to, the offer to
buyer i. The second expression is R’s discounted expected profit from the last period.
Note that R does not necessarily benefit from the fact that S may be forced to make
lower offers under an RFR as compared to the no-rights case. Such lower offers make it
more likely that the buyer to whom the offer is extended will accept it, thus triggering the
RFR, and thus make it less likely that the game reaches subsequent periods where S
would make even lower offers (since the optimal sequence of offers under an RFR is
decreasing).
Lemma 2 considers S’s optimal offers in the RFR case:
LEMMA 2.1 (S’s optimal offers in the RFR case).

(a) k ir * ≥ k ir+*1 for i = 1,..., n − 2.
(b) Call the case in which k nr* > k nr−*1 a ‘spike.’ A spike exists if c R < c and k n* = k and
may exist if k nr−*1 < k n*−1 .
(c) If c > c m then K r = ∅ .
Proof. See Appendix.

Part (a) states that S’s optimal sequence of offers in the RFR case is monotonically
decreasing for i = 1, …, n-1. The intuition here is identical to the one provided in the norights case. The last-period offer, however, may be higher than the second-to-last period
offer. We define such state of affairs as a ‘spike’ (part (b)). The reason is that the lastperiod offer in the RFR case is made to R and therefore is not subject to the RFR IC as
are previous offers (nor is it subject to the no-rights IC of other buyers if R’s investigation
costs are lower than other buyers’).
Part (c) says that if buyers’ investigation costs are higher than c m , then S’s set of feasible
offers is empty. For c > c m , therefore, S makes a single offer to R, at the level discussed in
part (d) of Lemma 2.2.
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LEMMA 2.2 (S’s optimal offers in the RFR case as compared to the no-rights case).

(a) If k i* ∈ K r , then k ir* = k i* for i = 1,..., n − 1 .
(b) If k i* = k then k ir* < k i* .
(c) If k i* < k and k i* ∈ K n / K r , then either k ir* < k i* or k ir* > k i* for i = 1,..., n − 1 .
(d) If k n* = k and c R < c then k n* < k nr* .
Proof. See the Appendix.
Part (a) says that when S’s optimal offer under an RFR is unconstrained, the optimal
offer in the RFR case is identical to that in the no-rights case. Note that this is true
regardless of when S approaches R in the no-rights case.
According to part (b), if the IC is binding on an optimal offer in the no-rights case
(except the last-period offer), then that offer is higher than the equivalent period offer in
the RFR case. When the IC is binding on an optimal offer in the no-rights case, outside
buyers’ expected profit from investigation is zero. Because outside buyers in the RFR
case are subject to R’s preemptive right, their expected profit in the RFR case is lower
than in the no-rights case for any offer made by S. To induce investigation in the RFR
case, S must therefore make a lower offer than in the no-rights case.
Part (c) states that if S’s optimal offer in the RFR case is constrained, but the IC is not
binding on the optimal offer in the equivalent period in the no-rights case, then the
optimal offer in the RFR case may be either higher or lower than that in the no-rights
case. The rationale for why offers may be lower is as above (part (b)). The intuition for
why offers may be higher is as follows. Unlike the no-rights case, outside buyers’
expected profit in the RFR case does not necessarily increase as S’s offer decreases. A
lower offer increases the probability that R will exercise his RFR and thus reduces the
offeree’s expected profits. This effect can outweigh the benefit to a potential buyer from
a lower offer if the buyer ends up buying the asset. (For example, when outside buyers
are offered to buy S’s asset at a price of zero, their expected profit is zero since R is
certain to exercise its right.) In order to induce investigation under an RFR, S may
therefore have to increase his offers.
Part (d) states that S’s optimal last-period offer in the no-rights case is equal to the
last-period offer in the RFR case (unless both the IC is binding on the optimal last-period
offer in the no-rights case and R’s investigation costs are lower than other buyers’, in
which case S’s optimal last-period offer in the RFR case is lower). The reason is that the
last-period offer in the RFR case is made to R and thus is subject to the same type of
constraint as the last-period offer in the no-rights case. Note that this is true regardless of
when S approaches R in the no-rights case (except that, if R is approached last in the no–
rights case, the last-period offers are always the same).
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3.2. Joint Profits in the RFR Case

An RFR will be contracted for ex ante if it increases R and S’s joint profits. Let V
and V r denote S’s expected profits in the no-rights case and the RFR case, respectively;
let B and B r denote R’s expected profits in the no-rights case and the RFR case,
respectively. Thus, an RFR will be contracted for if and only if:
Br +V r > B +V

(11)

We call the difference between the joint profits in the RFR case and the no-rights case
‘surplus,’ whether or not such difference is positive.
PROPOSITION 1 (other buyers’ investigation costs).

Let C = {c : k i* ∈ K r for i = 1, ... , n n, δ } be the set of buyers’ investigation costs such that
S’s optimal sequence of offers in the no-rights case is identical to that in the RFR case (C
is not empty since it contains c = 0 ). If c ∈ C and δ = 1 then RFR generates positive
surplus.
Proof. See the Appendix.
Proposition 1 states that when S’s optimal sequence of offers under an RFR is
unconstrained and the discount factor is 1, an RFR generates positive surplus. The
intuition is as follows. When the RFR IC is not binding, the optimal sequence of offers in
the no-rights case is identical to that in the RFR case (Lemma 2.2(a)). S therefore bears
no cost from granting an RFR. The surplus generated by an RFR thus depends solely on
its effect on R’s expected profits.
R is assured to be offered to buy the asset both in the no-rights case (as he is
approached first) and the RFR case. But the offer price in the RFR case is lower than (or
equal to) the offer price in the no-rights case since under an RFR the asset may be offered
to R at periods later than the first period and hence at a lower price. As long as the
discount factor is sufficiently high (and always when the discount factor is 1), R’s
expected profits under an RFR is higher than his expected profits in the no-rights case.
Proposition 1 does not depend on the assumption that R is approached first in the norights case. In fact, if R is not approached first in the no-rights case and thus not assured
to be offered to buy the asset in the no-rights case, an RFR yields the additional benefit of
assuring an offer to R. As a result, when R is not approached first in the no-rights case,
the requisite discount factor for Proposition 1 to hold is lower; and when R is approached
last in the no-rights case, Proposition 1 holds for any discount factor.
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PROPOSITION 2 (R’s investigation costs).
*

dk1
Let C 1 = {c, c R : dc
< 0 n, δ } be the set of buyers’ and R’s investigation costs such that
R

S’s optimal first-period offer to R in the no-rights case is strictly decreasing in R’s
investigation costs. If the IC is not binding on the optimal last-period offer in the norights case (i.e., k n* < k ), the surplus generated by an RFR is decreasing in R’s
investigation costs for {c, c R } ∈ C 1 .
Proof. See the Appendix.
Proposition 2 states that the surplus generated by an RFR is monotonically decreasing
in R’s investigation costs when the no-rights IC is binding on S’s optimal first-period
offer, but not on the optimal last-period offer. The intuition here derives from the fact that
the first-period offer that maximizes S and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case is lower
than S’s optimal first-period offer (Lemma 1.2(a)). In the no-rights case, S will increase
its first-period offer as R’s investigation costs decrease, thereby reducing the parties’ joint
profits. In contrast S’s optimal offers in the RFR case are invariant to R’s investigation
costs if the optimal last-period offer in the no-rights case is unconstrained (as implied by
Lemma 2.1(b)). Surplus is decreasing in R’s investigation costs because (net of
investigation costs) S and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case are decreasing in R’s
investigation costs, whereas the joint profits in the RFR case are invariant to R’s
investigation costs. Proposition 2 does not depend on the assumption that R is
approached first in the no-rights case.
Proposition 2 fits the observation that parties often contract for first-purchase rights
when R has some prior relationship with S that reduces R’s investigation costs and
investigation costs for outsiders are high, e.g. in joint ventures or among co-owners of a
closely-held corporation. The proposition shows that rights of first refusal tend to
generate greater surplus under such conditions.
A Comment on the Discount Factor and the Number of Buyers

A decrease in the discount factor decreases S’s expected profits both in the no-rights
case and in the RFR case (because it decreases the present value of payoffs received in
later periods). A decrease in the discount factor increases R’s expected profit in the norights case (because S’s optimal first-period offer is lower and R is approached first),1 but
may increase or decrease R’s expected profit in the RFR case.2 Thus, the net effect of a
decrease in the discount factor on the surplus generated by an RFR is indeterminate.

1

If R were approached last in the no-rights case, a decrease in the discount factor would decrease R’s
expected profit in the no-rights case. For intermediate positions, the effect is indeterminate.
2
A lower discount factor decreases S’s optimal offers to other buyers under an RFR; this, as explained, has
an indeterminate effect on R’s expected profit. In addition, a lower discount factor decreases the discounted
value of R’s expected profits from later periods.
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An increase in the number of buyers increases S’s expected profits both in the norights and the in the RFR case. An increase in the number of buyers reduces R’s
expected profits in the no-rights case. In the RFR case, an increase in the number of
buyers reduces R’s expected profits if there is no spike, and has an indeterminate effect of
R’s expected profits if there is a spike. Thus, the net effect of an increase in the number
of buyers on the surplus generated by an RFR is likewise indeterminate.
4. Right of First Offer

This section explores the case of a Right of First Offer (“RFO”). The game proceeds
as in the benchmark case with the following modifications. If R is granted an RFO, any
sequence of offers must satisfy two conditions:
1.
2.

The first offer must be made to R;3
If R rejects the offer, S cannot offer the asset to another buyer for a price lower
than that offered to R.

We denote the case in which R is granted an RFO by attaching the superscript ‘o’ to the
relevant expressions.
We first examine the effect of an RFO on S’s offers. Next, we consider when
contracting for an RFO increases the joint profits of S and R.
4.1. Offers in the RFO Case

We begin by characterizing S’s set of feasible offers under an RFO as a function of
the first-period offer. S’s set of feasible offers under an RFO is a set of the
form K o = [k1o , k ] , where k1o is the first-period offer in the RFO case and k is buyers’
investigation constraint. Note that the investigation constraint in the RFO case is identical
to the one in the no-rights case. It follows that K o ⊆ K n , where K n is the set of feasible
offers in the no-rights case.
The additional constraint introduced by an RFO on the set of feasible offers cannot
make S better off. Recall that Lemma 1.1 established that the optimal sequence of offers
in the no-rights case is non-increasing. Introducing a lower bound on the set of feasible
offers thus affects the feasibility of some of these offers. As a consequence, S’s expected
profit under an RFO is lower than (or equal to4) his expected profit in the no-rights case.
To solve for S’s optimal sequence of offers, we use the fact that the first-period offer
under an RFO (i.e., the offer that is made to R) is equal to the last-period offer. This is
because (i) the first-period offer may not be higher than the last-period offer due to the
3

This was an assumption in the benchmark case. In the RFO case, it follows for the legal terms of an RFO.
Profits are equal only in the special case where S makes identical offers in the no-rights case, i.e. where
the IC is binding on S’s optimal last offer in the no-rights case, and c = cR.

4
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RFO constraint; and (ii) the optimal first-period offer is not lower than the optimal lastperiod offer for any choice of last-period offer (this follows from the assumption that
F (⋅) has a strictly increasing failure rate, which implies, in turn, that S’s expected profit
is increasing on [0, k1* ) ).
S’s optimal offer at each period other than the first- and last periods can thus be
expressed as a function of the first offer:
k io (k1o , k ) = arg max k i (1 − F (k i )) + F (k i )δVi +1 ,

(12)

ki ∈[ k1o , k ]

i ≠1, n

where Vi+1 is S’s expected profit from the remaining periods (i+1 to n). That is, each
offer, other than the first-period and last-period offers, is equal to the maximum of the
optimal unconstrained offer and the first-period offer, subject to buyers’ investigation
constraint. Let k io denote the optimal period-i offer, where i > 1 , under an RFO as a
function of the first offer, k1o , and the investigation constraint, k .
Setting F (k 0o* ) = 1, we can now present S’s maximization problem in the following
simplified form:
max

k1∈[ 0 , k ]

s.t.

n

i −1

∑∏ F (k
i =1 j = 0

o
j

)δ i −1 k io [1 − F (k io )]

k1o = k no .

(13)

The objective function is S’s expected profit from periods 1 to n. The constraint
ensures that the last-period offer is equal to the first-period offer. Since the optimal offers
in periods other than the first and the last period are dependent on k no and k no = k1o , S’s
maximization problem is reduced to finding an optimal first-period offer that maximizes
S’s expected profit. This formulation of S’s maximization problem helps to characterize
S’s sequence of optimal offers and is useful in solving for S’s optimal sequence of offers
within a specific parameterization setting. Let k io* and Vi 0 denote S’s optimal offer and
maximized expected profits, respectively, in period i under an RFO.
R’s expected profit under an RFO is:
E[(v − k1o* ) + ] − c R .

(14)

That is, R’s expected profit is equal to R’s expected (gross) profit conditional on there
being a sale less R’s investigation costs.
The following Lemma considers S’s optimal offers in the RFO case:
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LEMMA 3.1 (skipping buyers).

When Vn > V1o , S makes a single offer to R which is higher than k (“skipping buyers”).
Necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for Vn > V1o are c R < c and k n*0 = k .
Proof. See the Appendix.
Lemma 3.1 states that it may be optimal for S in the RFO case to make a single offer
to R, which is higher than the investigation constraint of other buyers and thus precludes
S from approaching other buyers (“skipping buyers”). For this, it is necessary that R’s
investigation costs are lower than other buyers’ and that the IC would be binding on S’s
optimal last-period offer in the RFO case if S were to approach all buyers.
LEMMA 3.2 (S’s optimal offers in the RFO case (if S does not skip buyers)).

(a) k io* ≥ k io+*1 for i = 2,..., n − 1 .
(b) k1o* = k no* .
(c) if k1o* = k then k io* = k for i = 1, …, n.
Proof. See the Appendix.
Parts (a) and (b) state that, if S does not skip buyers, the optimal sequence of offers in
the RFO case is either constant or forms a reverse U-shape peaking at the second-period
offer, where the optimal first-period offer is equal to the optimal last-period offer. The
intuition is that, as in the no-rights case, the optimal sequence of offers from the second
to the last period is monotonously decreasing. However, due to the RFO constraint, the
first-period offer may not be higher than the subsequent offers.
Part (c) states that when the IC is binding on the first-period offer in the RFO case, all
offers under an RFO are equal to the IC. This is because the RFO constraint prohibits S
from making subsequent offers which are lower than the first-period offer and the IC
prevents S from making subsequent offers which are higher than the first-period offer.
LEMMA 3.3 (S’s optimal offers in the RFO case as compared to the no-rights case),

(a) if k1o* < k then k1o* < k1* .
(b) if k1o* = k then k1o* = k1* .
(c) k no* ≥ k n* .
(d) if k n* = k then k io* = k for i = 1, …, n.
Proof. See the Appendix.
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Part (a) states that if the IC is not binding on S’s optimal first-period offer under an RFO,
the optimal first-period offer in the RFO case is lower than the first-period offer in the
no-rights case. It follows that, in the presence of an RFO, S may make R a lower firstperiod offer as compared to the no-rights case. As will be shown below, this may increase
the parties’ joint profits from contracting for an RFO.
Part (b) says that if the IC is binding on S’s optimal first-period offer in the RFO case,
then the optimal first-period offers in the RFO case and the no-rights case are identical.
But for the IC, S’s optimal first-period offer in the no-rights case is higher than the
optimal first-period offer in the RFO case. If the IC is binding on S’s optimal offer is the
RFO case, it must therefore also be binding on the optimal offer in the equivalent period
in the no-rights case. Thus, both offers are equal to the IC.
According to part (c), the optimal last-period offer in the RFO case is higher than (or
equal to) the optimal last-period offer in the no-rights case. The intuition here is that it is
less profitable to S to make a lower last-period offer in the RFO case (where S would then
also be forced to make a lower first-period offer), than in the no-rights case (where the
last-period offer is constrained only by buyers’ investigation costs).
Part (d) asserts that if the IC is binding on the optimal last-period offer in the no-rights
case, then S’s optimal offers from the second to the last period are identical in the norights case and the RFO case. Recall from Lemma 1.1 that S’s optimal sequence of offers
is monotonically decreasing. Thus, if the IC is binding on the last-period offer in the norights, S makes the same offer to all outside buyers. Since S’s optimal sequence of offers
to outside buyers in the no-rights case is constrained, it is compatible with the RFO
constraint.
4.2.

Joint Profits in the RFO Case

An RFO will be contracted for ex ante if it increases R and S’s joint profits. Let V
and V 0 denote S’s expected profits in the no-rights case and the RFO case, respectively;
let B and B 0 denote R’s expected profits in the no-rights case and the RFO case,
respectively. Thus, an RFO will be contracted for if and only if:
Bo + V o > B + V

(15)

We call the difference between the joint profits in the RFO case and the no-rights case
‘surplus,’ whether or not such difference is positive.
PROPOSITION 3 (R’s investigation costs).
*

dk1
Let C 1 = {c, c R : dc
< 0 n, δ } be the set of buyers’ and R’s investigation costs such that
R

S’s optimal first-period offer to R in the no-rights case is strictly decreasing in R’s
investigation costs. Then, the surplus generated by an RFO is increasing in R’s
investigation costs for {c, c R } ∈ C 1 .
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Proof. See the Appendix.
Proposition 3 states that the surplus generated by an RFO is monotonically decreasing
in R’s investigation costs when the IC is binding on S’s optimal first-period offer in the
no-rights case. The intuition here is identical to that of Proposition 2. The first-period
offer that maximizes S and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case is lower than S’s optimal
first-period offer (Lemma 1.2(a)). As R’s investigation costs decrease, S will increase its
first-period offer in the no-rights case, thereby reducing further the parties’ joint profits.
By contrast, S’s optimal offers in the RFO case are invariant to R’s investigation costs.
Proposition 3 does not depend on the assumption that R is approached first in the norights case. Proposition 3 also fits the observation that parties often contract for firstpurchase rights when R had some prior relationship with S that reduces R’s investigation
costs as compared to other buyers.
Before proceeding to the next Proposition, let us make a general comment on the
different effects of an RFO on S and R’s joint profits. First, as was shown in Lemma
3.3(a), an RFO may force S to make a lower first-period offer to R as compared to the norights case. As was shown in Lemma 1.2(b), such a lower first-period offer may increase
S and R’s joint profits. Second, the RFO constraint may also force S to make offers in
subsequent periods that would not maximize S’s expected profit. Since R derives no
benefit from these subsequent constrained offers, the decrease in S’s expected profits will
reduce the surplus generated by an RFO.
Whether an RFO generates positive of negative surplus thus depends on which of
these effects dominates. Given the generality and complexity of the model, the
magnitudes of these effects are hard to quantify. Part (a) and (c) of Proposition 4 present
special cases where an RFO does not reduce the first-period offer (part (a)) or where the
RFO does not affect later-periods offers (part (c)) so that the net effect of an RFO is
determinate. Part (b) considers instances where both of these effects are at play and the
net effect of an RFO is indeterminate.
PROPOSITION 4.

(a) (moderate investigation costs and R identical to other buyers).
If the IC is binding on the optimal first-period offer in the RFO case ( k1o* = k ) then an RFO
generates negative surplus.
(b) (low investigation costs).
If the IC is not binding on the optimal first-period offer in the RFO case ( k1o* < k ), then an
RFO can generate positive or negative surplus.
(c) (high investigation costs and R different from other buyers).
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If the IC is binding on the last-period offer in the no-rights case ( k n* = k ), R’s
investigation costs are lower than other buyers’ ( c R < c ), and S does not skip buyers,
then an RFO generates positive surplus.
Proof. See the Appendix.
Consider first the intuition for part (a). When the IC is binding on the optimal firstperiod offer under an RFO, it is also binding on the optimal first-period offer in the norights case (Lemma 3.3(b)). R’s expected profit in both the RFO case and the no-rights
case is thus zero. But S’s expected profit is never higher in the RFO case than in the norights case. An RFO therefore generates negative surplus. This result does not depend on
the assumption that R is approached first in the no rights case.
The intuition for part (b) is as follows. If the IC is not binding on the optimal firstperiod offer in the RFO case, then the optimal first-period offer in the RFO case is lower
than the optimal first-period offer in the no rights case (Lemma 3.3(a)). As shown in
Lemma 1.2, a lower first-period offer may increase the joint profits to R and S in the first
period. However, if the IC is not binding on the optimal first-period offer in the RFO
case, then the RFO constraint will force S to make offers in subsequent periods that yield
S lower expected profits than the equivalent period offers in the no-rights case. This is
costly to S, but yields no benefit to R. Whether an RFO produces positive or negative
surplus depends on which effect dominates. This result does not depend on the
assumption that R is approached first in the no rights case.
The rationale behind part (c) is as follows. When the IC is binding on the last-period
offer in the no-rights case, it is binding on all offers (other than that made to R) in the norights case (Lemma 3.3(d)). The optimal sequence of offers to outside buyers in the norights case is thus constant. Therefore, the optimal offers in the no-rights case (other than
the offer to R) are thus identical to those in the RFO case. It follows that S’s cost of
granting an RFO stems only from the lower first-period offer made to R in the RFO case
as compared to the no-rights case. As shown in Lemma 1.2(b), the parties’ joint profits
from the first-period offer increases as that offer decreases to the level of the secondperiod offer (which is greater than S’s second-period discounted continuation value). This
result does not depend on the assumption that R is approached first in the no rights case.
A Comment on the Discount Factor and the Number of Buyers

A decrease in the discount factor decreases S’s expected profits and increases R's
expected profits in both the no-rights case and the RFO case. An increase in the number
of buyers increases S’s expected profit and decreases R’s expected profit in both the norights case and the RFO case. For either change, the net effect on surplus is
indeterminate.
5.

Specific Parameterization
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To illustrate the paper’s main insights, we consider the case in which buyers’
valuation is distributed uniformly on [0,1]. We consider two alternative assumptions on
R’s investigation cost: (i) R’s investigation costs are equal to other buyers’ investigation
cost; and (ii) R’s investigation costs, as contrasted to other buyers’, are equal zero. We
provide results for the cases of n = 3, 5, 10 and of δ = 1, 0.95, 0.9.
5.1. The No-Rights Case

Given that his valuation is distributed uniformly on [0,1], a buyer will consider an
offer k if and only if

∫

1
k

(v − k )dv ≥ c ; i.e., if and only if

2

(1 − k )
(16)
≥ c.
2
The investigation constraint is thus k = 1− 2c , where 0 ≤ c < 0.5 . The set of feasible
offers is a set of the form K n ∈ [0,1 − 2c 0 ≤ c < 0.5].
Table 1 presents the values of the IC for different values of investigation costs (note that
the IC is not affected by the identity of the buyer):
Table 1

C:

0

IC:

1

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

0.8585 0.8000 0.7550 0.7171 0.6837 0.6535 0.6258 0.6000 0.5757 0.5527

S’s optimal last-period offer solves the following maximization problem:
maxnr k n (1 − k n ).

(17)

k ∈K

We thus obtain:
k n* = min[ 12 , 1 − 2c ]

(18)

For i < n , S solves the following maximization problem:
maxn k i (1 − k i ) + k i δVi +1.

(19)

k i ∈K

This gives the recursive solution for the optimal offer at period i < n :
k i* = min[ 12 (1 + δVi +1 ), 1 − 2c ].

(20)
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Table 2 illustrates S’s optimal sequence of unconstrained offers for n = 3, 5, 10 and
δ = 1, 0.95, 0.9:
Table 2

δ = 1:
N

kn-9

k n-8

k n-7

k n-6

k n-5

kn-4

kn-3

3

k n-1

kn

0.69531 0.62500

0.50000

0.77508 0.74173 0.69531 0.62500

0.50000

0.86109 0.84982 0.83644 0.82030 0.80037 0.77508 0.74173 0.69531 0.62500

0.50000

5
10

kn-2

δ = 0.99:
N

kn-9

k n-8

k n-7

k n-6

k n-5

kn-4

kn-3

k n-1

kn

0.6933

0.6237

0.50000

0.7723 0.7393 0.6925

0.6237

0.50000

0.7973 0.7723 0.7393 0.6925

0.6237

0.50000

k n-1

kn

3
5
10

0.8574 0.8463 0.8330

0.8170

kn-2

δ = 0.95:
n

kn-9

k n-8

k n-7

k n-6

k n-5

kn-4

3

0.8425 0.8319 0.81929 0.8040

kn-2

0.6855 0.6187

0.50000

0.7612 0.7295 0.6855 0.6187

0.50000

0.7851 0.7612 0.7295 0.6855 0.6187

0.50000

5
10

kn-3

In each period, S makes an offer at the lower of the applicable investigation constraint as
a function of c or cR, as the case may be (Table 1), and the unconstrained optimal offer
(Table 2).

5.2. Right of First Refusal
1

A buyer other than R will consider an offer k if and only if k ⋅ ∫ (v − k )dv ≥ c ; that
k

is, if and only if:
k (1 − k ) 2
≥c.
2

(21)

The IC under an RFR is thus the value of k that satisfies Eq. (21) as an equality. Table 3
presents the values of the RFR IC for various values of c. Note that since the left-hand
side of Eq. (21) reaches a maximum on [0,1] at k = 13 , the highest investigation costs at
which a buyer will investigate is c m = 0.07407 .
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Table 3
C:
RFR
IC:

0

0.01

1

0.8462

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.7724 0.7091 0.6488 0.5873 0.5192 0.4282

In all periods other than the last period, S makes an offer at the lower of the RFR IC as a
function of c (Table 3), and the unconstrained optimal offer (Table 2). S’s optimal lastperiod offer is the lower of the no-rights IC as a function of cR (Table 1) and the
unconstrained optimal offer (Table 2).
5.3 Right of First Offer

Consider S’s maximization problem under an RFO when buyers’ valuation is
distributed uniformly on [0, 1]:
n

i −1

max ∑∏ δ i −1 k oj k io (1 − k io )

k1∈[ 0 , k ]

s.t.

i =1 j = 0

k1o = k no .

(22)

Using Solver, we obtain the optimal sequence of offers for combinations of n and δ
presented in Table 4 if the investigation constraint is not binding.
Table 4

δ=1
N

kn-9

k n-8

k n-7

k n-6

k n-5

kn-4

kn-3

3

k n-1

kn

0.62996 0.62996

0.62996

0.67223 0.69271 0.67223 0.67223

0.67223

0.73032 0.74971 0.74492 0.73775 0.73032 0.73032 0.73032 0.73032 0.73032

0.73032

5
10

kn-2

δ = 0.99:
N

kn-9

k n-8

k n-7

k n-6

k n-5

kn-4

3

kn-2

k n-1

0.62901 0.62901

5
10

kn-3

0.6878
0.7602

0.8293 0.8156

0.7985

kn
0.62901

0.7279 0.6878

0.6878

0.6878

0.7766 0.7602 0.7602 0.7602

0.7602

0.7602
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δ = 0.95:
N

kn-9

k n-8

k n-7

k n-6

k n-5

kn-4

kn-3

3

0.6251

5
10

kn-2

0.7493

0.7898 0.7811

0.7693

k n-1

kn

0.6251

0.6251

0.6811

0.7131 0.6811

0.6811

0.6811

0.7530 0.7493

0.7493 0.7493

0.7493

0.7493

For cR = c, S makes in each period an offer at the lower of the applicable investigation
constraint as a function of c (Table 1) and the unconstrained optimal offer (Table 4). For
cR = 0, S will skip buyers and make a single offer of .5 to R if c exceeds the following
values:
Table 5
n
3
5
10

δ=1
0.2781
0.2810
0.2812

δ = 0.99
0.2775
0.2804
0.2806

δ = 0.95
0.2751
0.2779
0.2780

If S doesn’t skip buyers, then in each period it will make an offer at the lower of the
applicable investigation constraint as a function of c or cR, as the case may be, and the
unconstrained optimal offer.
5.4. Joint Profits of First-Purchase Rights

The following table presents the values of investigation costs for which a first-purchaseright generates positive surplus for n = 3, 5, 10 and δ = 1, 0.99, 0.95, 0.9:
Table 6
Panel A:
n
3
5
10

δ=1
[0, 0.0732)
[0, 0.0484)
[0, 0.0235)

Panel B:
n
3
5
10

δ=1
[0, 0.0740)
[0, 0.0578)
[0, 0.0285)

Panel C:
n
3
5
10

δ=1
[0, 0.0589)
[0, 0.0314)
[0, 0.006)

Panel D:
n
3
5
10

δ=1
[0, 0.2781)
[0, 0.2810)
[0, 0.2812)

RFR / cR = c
δ = 0.99
[0, 0.0734)
[0, 0.0491)
[0, 0.0244)

δ = 0.95
[0, 0.0740)
[0, 0.0521)
[0, 0.0294)

RFR / cR = 0
δ = 0.99
[0, 0.0740))
[0, 0.0585)
[0, 0.0298)

δ = 0.95
[0, 0.0740))
[0, 0.0612)
[0, 0.0348)

RFO/ cR = c
δ = 0.99
[0, 0.0597)
[0, 0.0334)
[0, 0.0109)

δ = 0.95
[0, 0.06282)
[0, 0.04029)
[0, 0.02404)

RFO/ cR = 0
δ = 0.99
[0, 0.2775)
[0, 0.2804)
[0, 0.2806)
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δ = 0.95
[0, 0.2751)
[0, 0.2779)
[0, 0.2780)

Table 6 shows that (a) an RFR generates positive surplus for low investigation costs
and a high discount factor (Panel A and Proposition 1); (b) under both an RFR and an
RFO, surplus is positive for a wider range of other buyer’s investigation costs where the
right-holders’ investigation costs are lower than other buyers’ (Panels B and D versus A
and C; and Propositions 2 and 3); and (c) an RFO generates positive surplus when
buyer’s investigation costs are high and R’s investigation costs are lower than other
buyers’ (Panel D and part (c) of Propositions 4).
Note, however, that a right of first refusal does not generate positive surplus where
the level of investigation costs exceeds c m = 0.07407 so that outside buyers are excluded
from considering the subject asset in the RFR case. Similarly, a right of first offer does
not generate positive surplus where the discrepancy between the right-holder’s and other
buyers’ investigation costs induces S to skip buyers in the RFO case.
6. Conclusion

This paper analyzed first-purchase rights within a sequential-bargaining framework. A
seller and a potential right-holder have incentives, ex ante, to bargain for a first-purchase
right if such a right is expected, ex post, to increase their joint profits. We showed that the
ex post effect of first-purchase rights depends, inter alia, on the right-holder’s
investigation costs, other buyers’ investigation costs, the number of buyers, the discount
factor, and buyers’ valuation distribution. No one arrangement (no-rights, right of first
refusal, right of first offer) is always superior to any other. However, we prove that rights
of first refusal always generate positive surplus when buyers’ investigation costs are
sufficiently low and the discount factor is sufficiently high. Rights of first offers generate
positive surplus when buyers’ investigation costs are sufficiently high and the rightholder’s investigation costs are lower than other buyers’.
Moreover, we show that first-purchase rights tend to be more valuable when the rightholder’s investigation costs are lower than other buyers’. In such instances, these rights
constrain the ex post ability of the seller to exploit the right-holder by making a suboptimally high offer to the right-holder. This result comports with the common use of
first-purchase rights in settings where the seller and the right-holder had previous
relationship with respect to the subject asset.
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Appendix


Characterization of S’s optimal unconstrained offers (see p. 7)

Recall from (4) that the offer that maximizes S’s expected profit at period i when the IC
is not binding is
k i = arg max k i [1 − F (k i )] + F (k1 )δVi +1 ,
k1∈K n

where Vn+1 = 0 by definition.
The derivative of S’s expected profit with respect to k i is 1 − F (ki ) + f (ki )(δVi +1 − k ) .
Equating to zero yields:
k i* = δVi +1 +

1 − F (ki )
.
f (ki )

Let us now show that ki* provides a global maximum. Since
in k, it follows that

1− F ( k )
f (k )

f (k )
1− F ( k )

is strictly increasing

is strictly decreasing in k. Therefore, k i < δVi +1 + 1−fF( k(ik)i ) for

k i < k i* , which in turn implies that 1 − F (ki ) + f (ki )(δV2 − k i ) > 0 for k i < k i* . Also,

k i > δVi +1 + 1−fF( k(ik)i ) for ki > ki* , which in turn implies that 1 − F (ki ) + f (ki )(δVi +1 − ki ) > 0
for ki > ki* . It follows that the second derivative is negative at ki* ; hence, S’s expected
profit is maximized at ki* .

■

LEMMA 1.1 (S’s optimal sequence of offers in the no-rights case).

(a) if k i*+1 < k then k i*+1 < k i* for i = 1,..., n − 1 .

Proof. First, note that Vi > Vi +1 . This follows because S can replicate his optimal offers in
periods i + 1 to n in periods i to n − 1 and is able to make a final offer in period n if all
previous offers have been rejected. Specifically, when there are n – i buyers remaining, S
can make offers k i = k i*+1 for i = 1,..., n − 1 and an offer k n* at period n. S’s expected profit
n −1

in period i is thus Vi + ∑ F (k i )Vn > Vi +1 .
i

Next, note that S’s objective function at period i is k i ⋅ [1 − F (k i )] + F (k i )δVi +1 (see (4)).
Cross differentiating with respect to Vi and k i gives f (k i )δ > 0 (since F is increasing).
S’s objective function thus has increasing differences in (k i , Vi +1 ). The optimal choice of
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k i is therefore increasing in Vi +1 . Since Vi +1 > Vi + 2 , it follows that k i* > k i*+1 for
i = 1,..., n − 1 .
■
(b) if k i*+1 = k then k *j = k , for j = 1,..., i .

Proof. Since F has an increasing hazard rate, S’s expected profit is increasing on
ki ∈ [0, ki* ) . Thus, the optimal constrained offers must be equal to k . Now, by Lemma 1,
if k i*+1 < k then k i*+1 < k i* , for i = 1,..., n − 1 . It follows that if k i*+1 = k then k *j = k , for

j = 1,..., i .
(c)

dk i*
dδ

■

> 0 for i = 1,..., n − 1 and k i* < k .

Recall from (5) that S’s optimal unconstrained period-i offer is k i* = δVi +1 + 1−fF( k( ik)i ) for

i = 1,..., n − 1 . Differentiating with respect to δ yields

dk i*
dδ

= Vi +1 > 0 .

■

LEMMA 1.2 (S and R’s joint profits).

Let k̂1 be the offer that maximizes S and R’s joint profits. Then:
(a) k1* > kˆ1 = δV2 , and (b) S and R’s joint profits are strictly decreasing on k1 ∈ (kˆ1 , v] .

Proof. Consider the first-period offer that maximizes S and R’s joint profits:
⎧⎪ v
⎫⎪
ˆ
k1 = arg max ⎨ ∫ vf (v)dv + F (k1 )δV2 ⎬
k1∈K n
⎪⎩k1
⎪⎭
The derivative of the objective function with respect to k1 is f (k1 )(δV2 − k1 ) . Equating to
zero yields:

kˆ1 = δV2
The second derivative with respect to k1 at k̂1 is − f (kˆ1 ) < 0 . Thus, S and R’s joint profits
are maximized at k̂1 . Since the sign of the first derivative for any offer k1 > δV2 ≡ k̂1 is
negative, S and R’s joint profits are decreasing on k ∈ (kˆ , v] .
1

1

Finally, recall that S’s optimal first-period offer is k1* = δV2 + 1−fF( k(1k)1 ) . Since

follows that k1* > k̂1 .

1− F ( k1 )
f ( k1 )

> 0 , it
■
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LEMMA 2.1 (S’s optimal sequence of offers in the RFR case).

(a) k ir * ≥ k ir+*1 for i = 1,..., n − 2.

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 1.1.

■

(b) Let a spike be defined by k nr* > k nr−*1 . Then a spike exists if c R < c and k n* = k .

Proof. The proof proceeds in five steps:
(i)

If c R < c and k n* = k , then k nr* > k n* (see Lemma 2.2(d) below).

(ii) If k n* = k then k n*−1 = k (see Lemma 1.1(b)).
(iii) If k i* = k , then ki* > kir* (see Lemma 2.2(c) below).
(iv) It follows from (ii) and (iii) that k = k n* = k n*−1 > k nr−*1 .
(v)

It follows from (i) and (iv) that k nr* > k nr−*1 .

■

LEMMA 2.2 (S’s optimal offers in the RFR case as compared to the no-rights case).

(b) If k i* ∈ K n / K r and k i* < k , then either k ir* < k i* or k ir* > k i* for i = 1,..., n − 1 .

Proof. If ki* ∈ K n / K r then ki* ≠ kir* by definition of K r . To show that k ir* > k i* , we will
show that outside buyers’ expected profit under an RFR may be increasing in S’s offer
(recall that outside buyers’ expected profit is decreasing in S’s offer in the no-rights
case). Outside buyers’ expected profit in the RFR case is equal to
v

F (k ) ⋅ ∫ (v − k ) f (v)dv − c .

Differentiating

k

v

f (k ) ⋅ ∫ (v − k ) f (v)dv − F (k )(1 − F (k ) .
k

negative (since both

f (k )
1− F ( k )

and

F (k )
v
∫ k (v−k )

f ( v ) dv

with

respect

to

k

yields

Since this expression may be positive or
are increasing in k), outside buyers’ expected

profit under an RFR may be increasing in S’s optimal offer.
(c) If k i* = k then k ir* < k ir* for i = 1,..., n − 1 .

Proof. We proceed in four steps:
(i) If k i* = k then E[(v − k ) + ] − c = 0.
(ii) Since E[(v − k ) + ] is decreasing in k, it follows that E[(v − k ) + ] − c ≤ 0 for k ≥ k .
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■

(iii) From the inequality in (ii) it follows that F (k ) ⋅ E[(v − k ) + ] − c < 0 for k ≥ k (since

F (k ) < 1 for k < v and F (v) ⋅ E[(v − v) + ] − c = −c < 0 for k = v ).
(iv) It follows from (iii) that if an offer induces investigation under an RFR, it must
satisfy k < k .
■
LEMMA 3.1 (skipping buyers)

When Vn > V10 , S makes a single offer to R, which is higher than k (“skipping buyers”).
Proof. When Vn > V10 , S’s expected profit from making a single offer to R is higher than
S’s expected profit from approaching all buyers and complying with the RFO constraint.
S, therefore, will skip buyers.
Now assume to the contrary that the single optimal offer to R is lower than or equal to k .
Then S may increase his expected profit by making additional offers k i*0 = k n* ≤ k for
i = 1,..., n in compliance with the RFO constraint. It follows that a single offer to R which
is lower than or equal to k is not optimal. Thus, the single offer to R must be higher than
k.
■

Necessary (but not sufficient) condition for Vn > V1o is k n*
Proof. If c R = c , then k n*

cR =c

cR <c

> k n*0 = k .

≤ k , which contradicts the previous part. The last-period

offer may higher than the IC only if c R < c .

■

LEMMA 3.2 (S’s optimal offers in the RFO case).

(a) k10* = k n0* .

Proof. The RFO constraint implies that k n0* ≥ k10* . Let us show that if k n0* > k10* , S can
increase his expected profits by increasing k10* . The assumption that F (⋅) has a strictly
increasing failure rate implies that S’s expected profit is increasing on [0, k1* ) . Since
k1* ≥ k n0* , S’s expected profit from the first-period offer under an RFO is increasing on
[0, k n0* ) . Thus k10* = k n0* .

■

(b) if k10* < k then ki0* ≥ ki0+*1 and ki0* ≥ k10* for i = 2,..., n − 1 .

Proof. Since S’s optimal sequence of offers is monotonically decreasing (see Lemma
1.1(a)), the optimal sequence of offers subsequent to the first period is monotonically
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decreasing. And because of the RFO constraint, the first-period offer is equal to or lower
than all subsequent offers.
■
(c) if k10* = k then k i0* = k for i = 1, …, n.

Proof. The RFO constraint requires that ki0* ≥ k10* for i = 2, …, n. The IC requires that
ki0* ≤ k for i = 1, …, n. Thus, if k10* = k , then k10* = k for i = 1, …, n..

■

LEMMA 3.3 (S’s optimal offers in the RFO case as compared to the no-rights case).

(a) if k10* < k then k1* > k10* .

Proof. The proof proceeds by considering two cases: (1) k 20* = k , and (2) k 20* < k .
Case (1): k 20* = k .
(i) if k 20* = k , then n ≥ 3 (because if n = 2 , the first-period is equal to the second- (and
last) period offer).
(ii) V3* ≥ V30 (since K o ⊆ K n ).
(iii) If k 20* = k , then k 2* = k (since V3* ≥ V30 ).
(iv) If k 2* = k then k1* = k (by Lemma 1.1(b)).
(v) Since k1* = k and k10* < k , it follows that k1* = k10* .
Case (2): k 20* < k .
(i) Let k1 (V2 ) denote the optimal unconstrained first-period offer as a function of S’s
discounted continuation value at the second period. Then k1* (V2* ) ≥ k1 (V20 ) > k 20* , where
the left (weak) inequality follows because V2* ≥ V20 (since K o ⊆ K n ) and the right
inequality follows because the optimal first-period offer is higher than the second-period
offer if the optimal second-period offer is unconstrained.
(ii) Since k1* > k 20* and k 20* ≥ k10* , it follows that k1* > k10* .

■

(b) if k10* = k then k10* = k1* = k .

Proof. From K o ⊆ K n it follows that V20 ≤ V2 . Therefore k1* ≥ k10* = k . Since k1* ≤ k ,
k1* = k .

■

(c) k n0* ≥ k n* .
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Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that the last-period offer in the RFO case is kˆn0 < k n* .
Then S may make offers k i0 ∈ (kˆn0 , k n* ) for i = 2,..., n in compliance with the RFO
constraint. S’s continuation value at the second period in the RFO case would thus
increase, but S may still make the same first-period offer. It follows that any last period
offer, kˆn0 , such that kˆn0 < k n* , is not optimal.
■
(d) if k n* = k then k i0* = k for i = 1, …, n.

Proof. If k n* = k then k i* = k for i = 2,..., n − 1 (Lemma 1.1). Recall that k i0* ≤ k for

i = 1,..., n . Since K o ⊆ K n , it follows that ki0* = k for i = 1,..., n − 1 .

■

PROPOSITION 1 (effect of other buyers’ investigation costs under an RFR).

Let C = {c : k i* ∈ K r for i = 1, ... , n n, δ } be the set of buyers’ investigation costs such that
S’s optimal sequence of offers in the no-rights case is identical to that in the RFR case
(the set C is not empty since it contains c = 0 ). If c ∈ C and δ = 1 then RFR generates
positive surplus.
Proof. Since k i* = k i*r for any i = 1, ... , n , it follows that V = V r . Consider next R’s
expected profit in the no-rights case and the RFR case. Recall that R’s expected profit in
the no-rights case is B = E[(v − k1 )] − c) . The proof is complete by showing that B r > B .
We can write R’s expected profit in the RFR case as follows:

B r = (1 − F (k1 )) × ( E[(v − k1 ) + ] − c)
+ F (k1 ) × [ (1 − F (k 2 ))( E[(v − k 2 ) + ] − c)
+ F (k 2 ) × [ (1 − F (k 2 ))( E[(v − k 2 ) + ] − c)
...

+ F (k n )( E[(v − k n ) + ] − c) ] ...

]]].

Consider R’s expected profit in the RFR case from the last two periods:

Bn −1 = (1 − F (k n −1 )) × ( E[(v − k n −1 ) + ] − c) + F (k n −1 ) × ( E[(v − k n ) + ] − c)
Now, Bn −1 > B since E[(v − k1 ) + ] < E[(v − k i ) + ] for any i > 1 if the IC RFR is not
binding (this completes the proof for n = 2).
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Consider next R’s expected profit in the RFR case from the last three periods:

Bn − 2 = (1 − F (k n − 2 )) × ( E[(v − k n − 2 ) + ] − c)) + F (k n − 2 ) × Bn −1
Now, Bn −2 > B since E[(v − k1 )] < E[(v − k i )] for any i > 1 if the IC RFR is not binding
and E[(v − k1 )] < Bn −1 (this completes the proof for n = 3).
Letting Bi = (1 − F (k i )) × ( E (v − k i ) − c)) + F (k i ) × Bi +1 for n ≥ i ≥ 1 and repeating the
preceding argument inductively we obtain

B1 > E[(v − k1 ) + ] − c) = B.
Since B1 = B r , it follows that B r > B .

■

PROPOSITION 2 (effect of R’s investigation costs under an RFR).
*

dk1
< 0 n, δ } be the set of buyers’ and R’s investigation costs such that
Let C 1 = {c, c R : dc
R

S’s optimal first-period offer to R in the no-rights case is strictly decreasing in R’s
investigation costs. If the IC is not binding on the optimal last-period offer in the norights case (i.e., k n* < k ), the surplus generated by an RFR is decreasing in R’s
investigation costs for {c, c R } ∈ C 1 .
Proof. We proceed in three steps:
(i) Recall from Lemma 1.2(b) that S and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case are
decreasing on k1 ∈ (kˆ1 , v] . When {c, c R } ∈ C 1 , S ‘s first-period offer is decreasing in cR. It
follows that S and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case are increasing in cR
for {c, c R } ∈ C 1 .
(ii) If k n* < k , the last-period offer under an RFR is invariant to cR. It follows that S and

R’s joint profits in the RFR case are invariant to cR for {c, c R } ∈ C 1 .
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii) that the surplus generated by an RFR is increasing in R’s
investigation costs.
■
PROPOSITION 3. (effect of R’s investigation costs under an RFO)

The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.
PROPOSITION 4(b) (low investigation costs under an RFO).
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■

(a) If the IC is not binding on the optimal first-period offer in the RFO case ( k10* < k ), then
RFO can generate positive or negative surplus.

Proof. We first provide expressions for S and R’s joint profits in the RFO case (steps (i))
and the no-rights case (step (ii)). We then show that the surplus generated by an RFO
may be either positive or negative for the specific case in which buyers’ valuations are
distributed uniformly on [0, 1] (step (iii)).
(i) S and R’s joint profits in the RFO case are:
v

V 0 + B0 =

∫ vf (v)d + F (k

0*
1

)δV20 .

k10*

(ii) S’s and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case are:
v

V + B = ∫ vf (v)dv + F (k1* )δV2 ,
k1*

where k ≥ k1* > k10* and V2 > V20 .
(iii) The difference between S and R’s joint profits in the RFO case and the no-rights case
is therefore

∫

k10*
k1*

vf (v)dv + [ F (k1* )δV2 − F (k1o* )δV2* ] . The first expression is the (positive)

joint surplus from the lower first-period offer under an RFO as compared to the no-rights
case. The second expression is the (negative) joint surplus from the subsequent lower
expected discounted value in the no-rights case as compared the no-rights case.
To show that the net surplus may be either negative or positive, consider the case in
which buyers’ valuations are distributed uniformly on [0,1] (see Table 5). In particular,
consider the case in which n = 3 , δ = 1 and c = 0.05 . Then the IC is not binding on the
optimal first-period offer in the RFO case (see Table 1 and Table 4) and an RFO
generates positive surplus (see Panel C of Table 5).
Now consider the case in which n = 3 , δ = 1 and c = 0.06 . Then the IC is again not
binding on the optimal first-period offer in the RFO case (see Table 1 and Table 4), but
an RFO generates negative surplus (see Panel C of Table 6).
■
PROPOSITION 4(c) (high investigation costs and R different from other buyers under an
RFO).

If the IC is binding on the last-period offer in the no-rights case ( k n* = k ) and R’s
investigation costs are lower than other buyers’ ( c R < c ), then RFO generates positive
surplus.
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Proof. The proof proceeds in six steps:
(i) If the IC is binding on the last-period offer in the no-rights case, then it is binding on
all offers subsequent to the first-period offer in the no-rights case; that is, if k n* = k then
k i* = k for i = 2,...n (Lemma 1.1(b)).

(ii) If the IC is binding on the last-period offer in the no-rights case, then the IC is
binding on all offers in the RFO case; that is, if k n* = k then k io* = k for i = 1,...n
(Lemma 3.3).
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows that V2 = V2o ; that is, S’s second-period continuation
values in the no-rights case and the RFO case are equal.
(iv) If the IC is binding on the first-period offer and R’s investigation costs are lower than
other buyers’ ( c R < c ), then the first-period offer in the no-rights case is higher than the
IC; that is, k1* > k (Lemma 1.1(d)).
(v) S and R’s joint profits in the RFO case are:
v

V + B = ∫ vf (v)d + F (k )δV2 .
0

0

k

S’s and R’s joint profits in the no-rights case are:
v

V +B=

∫ vf (v)dv + F (k
*

k1 ( c

*
1

(c R ))δV2 .

R)

v

(vi) Since k1* (cR ) > k (see (ii)) and ∫ vf (v)dv + F (k k )δV2 is decreasing on k ∈ (k , v] (by
k

Lemma

1.2(b)),

it

follows
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that

V 0 + B 0 − (V + B) > 0 .

■
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